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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
The phrase “May you live in interesting times,” popularized by Robert Kennedy in 1966, is often cited as an old proverb intended to curse 
one’s enemies. While the actual origins of this “double-edged” blessing are unknown and are likely neither ancient nor a proverb, the 
intention it conveys about the challenges stemming from living in dangerous and chaotic times still applies. The turmoil of recent years 
has been an interesting time for us all.

2021 was a year of superlatives. From the hottest temperature ever reliably recorded (130°F in Death Valley, CA) to the most intense heat wave in 
history, a slew of climate-related records fell. The US notched 4 mega-disasters that caused over $20B in damages (tied for the most ever in a 
year), 4 countries in Europe recorded their costliest insurance industry events, and flooding in China resulted in a record $2.1B loss to insurers. 
Geopolitical instability rose as the number of people forced to leave their homes because of conflict or persecution, as well as the number of 
successful coup attempts in a single year, reached a new high. A record number of worker resignations were tallied in August, then topped in 
September, and once again in November. Occurrences of data breaches broke the previous record by more than 20%, while the backlog at US 
ports hit an all-time high in August.  

Organizations are now forced to deal with immediate, wide-scale crises in real time. As a result, risk professionals are increasingly relied on to 
help chart a course through a treacherous landscape. As with recent previous years, most of the attention-demanding, enterprise-level 
challenges that arose during 2021 weren’t even on the radar at the beginning of the year. Aside from turning the word “unprecedented” into a 
cliche, the escalating velocity of emerging risks is changing all aspects of risk and insurance.
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A Different Report for Different Times
There are already several valuable reports that study emerging risks and forecast which ones are likely to present significant challenges. While 
these reports are extremely useful for risk professionals working to prepare their organizations for what may be coming next, the increasing 
velocity, volume, and scope of threats to strategic objectives has made those efforts considerably more difficult.

In contrast, this report aims to review the broader lessons learned from the events of the previous year and examine how organizations are 
situated to face evolving risks. Providing risk professionals with the context to assess and benchmark their organization’s activities, while 
focusing on some of the underlying causes driving last year’s risk events, can lead to a more “scenario agnostic” approach that is better suited 
for today’s pace of change. Augmented with viewpoints and insight from a variety of industry experts, readers of this report will find actionable 
next steps to help make their organizations ready for the “new normal.” 

Connecting Risk and Opportunity
An era of dramatically rising risks brings with it a corresponding rise in opportunities. Overlapping pressures from supply chain issues, the 
“Great Resignation,” evolving natural disaster threats, and cyber threats have forced many enterprises to rethink existing business models and 
make dramatic overhauls in relatively short time periods. Yet, as our research shows, there are many organizations that have been unable to 
quickly adapt and pivot to new models. This tension, between those seizing the opportunity for change that comes with each new threat and 
those struggling to avoid being overwhelmed, is something explored in depth in this report.

In an era of “interesting times,” it’s clear that pursuit of the status quo in risk management is looking less and less likely to hold. This means that 
everyone, from risk managers to executive teams, will be reconsidering how the risk function works. Likewise, risk professionals at all levels 
will need to understand what will be required for their organizations to become more agile and resilient.

Leaders 25%

Laggards 52%

 PERCENTAGE 
CONCERNED ABOUT 

ADAPTING

THOSE WITH INTEGRATED OR OPTIMIZED RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS ARE FAR LESS WORRIED ABOUT 
ADAPTING TO CHANGE

The Agility Divide
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SECTION 2: SURVEY
The inaugural Origami Risk State of Risk survey was conducted by an independent third-party firm with extensive experience in survey 
design and administration. More than 220 risk professionals participated in the study, with 60%+ of respondents indicating they hold a 
director-level or higher position. Additionally, more than 15 hours of follow-up interviews were conducted with survey respondents who 
indicated they were amenable to discussing the “why” behind some of their answers.

Summary: A Tale of Two Profiles
While the survey and interviews revealed several noteworthy trends, the split between Leaders (those organizations with self-identified 
Managed or Optimized risk programs) and Laggards (those with Ad hoc programs) was stark and consistent. In nearly every instance, Leaders 
had more proactive, strategic approaches to risk — from enhanced uses of risk technology and related resourcing, to managing emerging risks 
via Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG), Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI), and supply chain management programs. 

Laggards, on the other hand, indicated struggles with budgeting, integrating systems, and responding to emerging risks. These differences 
become even more meaningful when paired with the lessons learned from the Year in Risk, which is presented in the following section of the 
report.
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Leaders are more likely to: Laggards more likely to:
• Budget for additional tech in 2022 • Struggle with adapting to change

• Connect their risk management information                  
system (RMIS) software to other systems — especially            
Compliance systems — and plan for more in 2022

• Face challenges around strategic organizational priorities

• View ESG as a priority • Say their organization rates risk low (5 or lower out of 10)

• Have substantial DEI efforts in place • Be on the sidelines for ESG efforts (not on their radar or a 
low priority)

• Have made changes to supply chains in 2021 • Take a “wait and see” attitude on DEI

• Say their organizations place a higher priority on risk • Not list cyber issues in their top 3 VRM concerns

• Have fully connected risk and strategic objectives • Have made no changes to supply chain

• Do not have a RMIS

• Have no plans for connecting additional data sources with 
their RMIS in the coming year

• Made no core technology purchases in the past year

• Have no major tech purchases budgeted

Same Planet, Different Worlds
This split went beyond how well organizations are prepared for navigating through a volatile risk environment. Leaders and Laggards 
have significantly different concerns, indicating not only divergent operational approaches, but also fundamental differences in strategy 
and priorities.

LEADERS HAVE DIFFERENT PRIORITIES THAN LAGGARDS

VARYING CONCERNS

Adapting to Change/Organizational Agility

Financial Impact (cost, investors, fraud)

Brand Reputation

Cyber Security and Data Privacy

Regulatory Compliance

Operational Disruption

Consumer/Employee Protection

GREATER CONCERN FOR LAGGARDS GREATER CONCERN FOR LEADERS

0 10-10 20-20-30 30
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While Laggards spend much more time focused on adapting to change and mitigating the financial impact of risk, Leaders are able to pivot 
and focus on current emerging threats like consumer/employee protection, operational disruption, and shifting regulatory requirements. 

This observation is consistent with additional data showing that Leaders are actively investing in technology and also connecting 
disparate systems in order to gain a more holistic view of risk. Interviewees were somewhat split when asked if the primary reason for not 
investing in systems connections was due to lack of budget or because they felt comfortable with their current status.

  Other Key Findings:
• Leaders were less likely than all others to list talent 

acquisition as a organizational challenge (although it 
was the number one challenge listed across all groups)

• ESG & DEI are gaining priority widely among risk      
professionals (although progress is uneven with    
Leaders outpacing Laggards)

• Leader organizations place a greater priority on risk 
management

“Risk management is only as 
successful as the information it 

collects from the people it serves 
and the vendors that supply it. 

Information is really important to us.” 

- Director of Risk Management for 
a large county government

Laggards 22%

Leaders 7%

Laggards 41%

Leaders 67%

Risk as a Lower Priority 
Rated 5 or less (1-10 scale)

Risk as a Higher Priority 
Rated 8 or greater (1-10 scale)

LAGGARDS STRUGGLE MORE WITH ESTABLISHING CREDIBILITY AND RELEVANCE
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In-Depth Survey Analysis

Organizational Challenges
The focus on talent acquisition by both groups indicates the effects of the “Great Resignation.” Leaders are marginally more concerned 
about organizational structure, while Laggards are more concerned about strategic priorities and alignment.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ARE MORE OF A CHALLENGE FOR LAGGARDS

All groups have a similar focus on ESG. These findings were validated in the follow-up interviews. However, several interviewees indicated 
that ESG efforts/programs were not connected to risk management functions.

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) As a Priority

Medium/High Priority: 86%

“The data validates that it’s not enough to 
just talk about ESG, you also have to have the 

people, processes, and technology — such 
as systems around social performance 

data and metrics — in place to do it.” 

- Kim Knickle, Research Director, ESG & 
Sustainability at Verdantix

ESG IS A PRIORITY ACROSS THE BOARD: FEWER THAN 1 IN 5 HAVE ESG RANKED AS A LOWER PRIORITY

0%
Organizational 

Structure
Budget Talent 

Acquisition
Internal

Alignment
Strategic 

Organizational Priorities

20%

40%

60%

80%

Leaders

Laggards
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Progress
Laggards are far more likely to take a reactive “wait and see” approach to DEI. Given the increasing focus placed on these programs by 
activists, shareholders, and regulators, a passive approach could leave organizations exposed to reputational and compliance risks.

Have at least a foundational 
program in place

Leaders 80%

Laggards 48%

Laggards 37%

Leaders 7%

LEADERS HAVE MADE CONSISTENTLY GREATER PROGRESS ESTABLISHING DEI PROGRAMS

No program or “wait and 
see” approach
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Differences in Third-Party Risk Concerns
Laggards may be significantly underestimating the threat from cyber incidents within their “digital infrastructure.” Internet-based services 
that power website functionality, online payments, client access, and other critical services can cripple operations when taken offline.

60% OF LAGGARDS DON’T INCLUDE CYBER SECURITY RISK IN THEIR VRM TOP 3 CONCERNS

LeadersLaggards

Cyber Security Risk

Financial Liability

Operational Resilience

Regulatory Compliance

Emerging Risk (i.e., supply chain issues)

Action Plan Management

Contract and Policy Compliance

New Technology

Determining RIsk Posture

Political Change

0% 20% 40% 60%
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Changes to Supply Chain
With 4 in 10 Laggards making no changes to their supply chains in 2021, despite an increased number of  issues, the data reveals another 
potential weak spot. Conversely, half of the Leaders diversified their supplier network.

A SURPRISING PERCENTAGE OF LAGGARDS DID NOT MAKE ANY CHANGES TO SUPPLY CHAIN

0% 20% 40% 60%

Made No Supply Chain Changes This Year

Introduced Vendor Risk Scoring to Assess Risks

Diversified Supplies Across Regions or Increased 
Supplier Pool Options

Deployed/Enhanced Dashboards, Analytics, or 
Reporting of Vendor Risk

Created or Expanded Risk Committee to Address 
Potential or Immediate Supply Chain Risks

Ran Supply Chain Scenario Planning (i.e., tabletop 
exercises)

Other

LeadersLaggards

Supply Chain 
Blind Spot
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RMIS Connections 
Leaders are more likely to have connected their RMIS to any of the 10 technologies listed below. This puts Leaders in a better position to 
get a holistic view of complex risks that span multiple departments.

Planning Additional RMIS Connections
About 8 in 10 Laggards are planning no additional connections 
between their RMIS and other technology solutions in 2022. When 
asked to explain why, a majority cited lack of resources and/or 
budget.

Laggards 19%

Leaders 51%

LAGGARDS ARE 2.5 TIMES MORE LIKELY TO NOT HAVE A RMIS

MORE LEADERS PLAN ON CONNECTING  
ADDITIONAL SYSTEMS TO THEIR RMIS IN 2022

LeadersLaggards
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Influencing 2021 Technology Purchases
Risk professionals influence the purchasing process for a number of other systems.

1 IN 4 RESPONDENTS PURCHASED NO RISK-RELATED TECHNOLOGY IN 2021

0%

10%

20%

Human
Resources

Governance, 
Risk, and/or 
Compliance

Enterprise 
Risk 

Management 
(ERM)

Absence 
Management

Document 
Control/Contract 

Management

Environmental, 
Health and

 Safety (EHS)

Legal
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Difference in Tech Budgets 2022
Leaders are more likely to have a budget for technology investments for each listed solution except for EHS systems. Responses were split 
almost equally when interviewees were asked if no technology purchases were made due to lack of budget or because the organization 
was satisfied with their current state.

LAGGARDS ARE FAR LESS LIKELY TO HAVE BUDGETED FOR TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS IN 2022

LeadersLaggards

70%60%50%40%30%20%10%0%

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)

Supplier/Vendor/Third-Party 
Risk Management

Business Continuity and 
Operational Resilience

Internal Audit/Internal Control

Regulatory Change Management 
and Compliance

Environmental, Health & Safety (EHS)

Not budgeting for tech investments Pa
ge
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The Origami Risk State of Risk Report reinforces and confirms the findings of OCEG research, which demonstrates, year 
over year, the value of GRC program maturity and use of purpose-built GRC technology. Movement from siloed, manual 
processes to more integrated, technology-supported processes is no longer an option. It is a necessity. Even as the 
State of Risk Report was being finalized, the massive geopolitical and financial market upheaval caused by the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine was taking place. These events presented many businesses and governmental entities with an 
urgent and sudden need to change policies, alter supply chains, and develop/approve/distribute communications to 
managers, workers, and external stakeholders. Some, with operations based in Ukraine or Russia (or both), had the 
added concern of how to help secure the safety and well-being of their employees in the region. Those with mature 
GRC capabilities and technology were far better situated to respond with agility and display resilience. 

Fully Connecting Risk & Strategic Objectives
By connecting risk to strategic objectives, Leaders are able to “speak the language” of the executive team and build relevance across the 
organization. Laggards are more likely to struggle with relevance, which could be contributing to the lower ratings for risk priority noted 
previously.

43%
Leaders

15%
Laggards

Carole Stern Switzer, Esq., Co-Founder and President of OCEG

LEADERS HAVE MADE MUCH MORE PROGRESS CONNECTING RISK WITH STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

EXPERT’S TAKE 
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SECTION 3: YEAR IN RISK
The speed and scope of emerging risks pose an escalating challenge for organizations trying to keep up with new developments, let alone 
stay ahead of them. For example, as we worked to produce this report, the risk landscape underwent yet another seismic shift following 
the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Economic sanctions, rising energy prices, and the potential for further supply chain disruption are just a 
few of the “ripple effects” with which organizations must now contend, meaning the risk environment in 2022 looks radically different than 
it did mere months ago.

Complicating matters further is the fact that these rapidly-emerging threats are neither isolated nor self-contained. Instead, they consist of 
overlapping risks that simultaneously expose multiple areas of an enterprise to a range of potential impacts. Breaking down another of these 
mega-events, the “Great Resignation,” illustrates how organizational silos severely restrict the ability of risk professionals to effectively address 
complex, interconnected threats.

“We have so many people who are getting ready to retire or could 
leave the organization. In certain areas, half the workforce could 
walk out tomorrow if they wanted to. In a lot of places we just 
don’t have the bench strength to fill in. I think that’s kind of that 
hidden symptom there, that when it strikes it is going to be 
difficult for a lot of departments to man.” 

- Risk Manager for a mid-sized American city
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The Great Resignation: One Event, Many Threats
As workers quit their jobs in record numbers, the threat to the operations and productivity of organizations are clear. Losing personnel who 
perform critical functions, combined with the increased difficulty of finding replacements, can lead to domino effects that cripple operations by 
creating backlogs and choke points. The full exposure from this risk event, however, is not limited to operations.

Replacing experienced workers with less experienced ones can introduce safety issues as newer employees typically have less of a base of 
reference for recognizing potential workplace hazards. Similarly, due to a lack of familiarity in spotting valid requests versus those that should 
be treated with added caution, new employees may be easier targets for phishing and cyber threats. Compliance issues may also arise, as new 
employees who, being unaware of the impact a violation could have, take shortcuts or compromise established processes

As vacancies place additional strain on the remaining employees, Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)-related risk can rapidly take 
root and grow. This can lead to reputational damage. For example, if working conditions are publicly called out in traditional or social media as 
falling below acceptable and ethical standards, recruiting to fill vacant positions can be made even more difficult. Making matters worse, the 
specific data that could help reveal just how pervasive  these connected risks are within an enterprise is often locked in an HR software system 
that doesn’t feed into risk management software, potentially leaving the enterprise blind to the true magnitude of risk this event poses.

Attacking the Great Resignation with Data

“By bringing employee data into Origami Risk, we’re able to model, based on plant, 
production line, or business unit within the plant, what is the average retirement 
age in order to make strategic decisions about where we’re going to hire, how we’re 
going to hire, etc. We’re foreseeing those events happening in the future because, if 
you have five supervisors who are coming up to retirement age in the next few years, 
we need to make decisions about personnel now, not in five to six years when they’re 
ready to leave.

I would love to get operations data and to trend it with HR data to trend it with loss 
data, policy cost, to really come up with information regarding that and what we 
can learn from that. That’s kind of what I see, probably in the next three to four years 
getting off the ground.” 

- Andrew Shay, Overhead Door Corporation

This example shows how a single “mega-event,” in this case the “Great Resignation,” can 
spawn a multitude of related risks that spread across an enterprise. It also shows the 
difficulty in trying to unify data from across an organization so that all stakeholders can 
make informed, strategic decisions that address emerging risks holistically.
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2021 Overview: A Series of Mega-Events
Looking back on 2021, it is notable how many large-scale, complex risk events developed over the course of the year. Some of the most 
significant include:
• Cyber Events: The impact of cyber events themselves and the challenge of insuring against them

• Increasing Natural Disasters: Events are affecting more areas, expanding “seasons”, and causing more damage

• Talent Acquisition: “Great Resignation,” Striketober etc. (HR  is becoming more a risk given the rise in attention paid to ESG and DEI)

• Supply Chain: Everyone is looking much more closely at the domino effect a single weak link could have in the chain

While these issues were likely on the radar of most organizations prior to 2021, each morphed and grew into acute crises to which organiza-
tions were then forced to respond in real time. This continuous pressure to adapt to the next crisis makes it difficult to do much more than 
take a “Whack-a-Mole” approach to each emerging risk. Unfortunately, this approach makes it difficult to process lessons learned and address 
symptoms rather than root causes. 

A closer look at some of the risks stemming from the events that occurred during a single month in 2021 shows why such an approach makes it 
difficult to pause long enough to process lessons learned and address root causes. 

Monthly Spotlight: 
June 2021

Everything at Once

Just prior (May):
Colonial Pipeline 

Attack (overlaps cyber 
and supply chain)

Plague of mice in 
Australia NSW prompts 
government to commit 

$100M to farmers 
(changing environment 

creating new 
operational risks)

Lytton, British Columbia, 
records Canada’s highest-
ever temperature of 49.6C 

(121.3F) before being 
destroyed by a wildfire the 

next day, part of an extreme 
heat wave that caused at least 

100 deaths (climate risks)

JBS Cyber Attack 
(overlaps cyber and 

supply chain - threatens 
food supply)

Heat dome envelops the 
Pacific Northwest with 

Portland posting the highest 
temperature (112F) since 
record keeping began, 
causing delay of the US 

Olympic Trials (climate risk 
affecting operations)

Columbia becomes 
10th country to pass the 
100,000 death toll from 

COVID-19 (pandemic risk 
continues)

Fastly & Akamai 
outage affects huge 
sites (showing the 
domino nature of 

VRM)

US death toll from 
COVID-19 tops 

600,000 (pandemic 
risk continues)

Bangladesh, Sydney, 
Malaysia, and South 
Africa all announce 

lockdowns because of 
Delta variant 

(pandemic risk)
ISO releases new 

standard on 
psychological risks 

(connecting to HR, ESG, 
and talent retention)

Surfside condominium 
tower collapses 

(impact of infrastructure 
risks, as well as need to 

keep exposure values 
properly updated)

Coup in Mali 
(2021 set record for 

coups/assassinations 
indicating greater 

instability 
worldwide)

Just after (July):
REvil attack on small 

businesses (cyber risk 
and third party risk)

UN report states that 
record 82M people 
have been forcibly 
displaced = 1% of 

world’s population 
(increased geopolitical 

risks)
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These selected highlights illustrate the challenges posed by the current risk environment. The morphing pandemic saw spikes from a new 
variant, while never-before-seen weather extremes created health and safety risks and major cyber incidents highlighted how third party risk 
can impact operations. The coup in Mali and a record number of forcibly displaced people foreshadowed 2022’s geopolitical instability, while 
the Surfside tower collapse points to the hidden dangers of an aging infrastructure — and the need to keep current with replacement values, 
especially in inflationary times.

There is an increased expectation that risk managers will need to “drink from the firehose” — analyzing and responding to events, identifying 
which will likely spawn risks that threaten their organizations’ strategic objectives, and keeping leadership aligned on the need to quickly pivot 
and make adjustments to any affected plans. In an environment filled with the potential for the rapid emergence of interconnected risks, 
“traditional” risk management processes — for example, a reliance on an annual cycle of risk assessments — may not meet the challenge. 
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Annual Risk Assessments Just Don’t Work
By Carol A. Williams, CEO & Principal Consultant, Strategic Decision Solutions

On the surface, it may be tempting to conduct risk assessments on an annual basis, much like budgeting and performance 
evaluations. Let’s face it, they are not the most exciting tasks and they can burn up resources. However, if risk assessments are 
meant to help drive decisions, how can conducting them only once a year be beneficial to the Board and executives? Do 
executives only make decisions once per year? No. Do board members only provide oversight once each year? No.

In today’s tumultuous world, performing a single round of risk assessments each year is not timely enough...things change too 
fast for that cadence. Waiting an entire year to conduct an assessment makes it hard (or even impossible) to get in front of an 
emerging risk or seize a timely opportunity to advance a strategic objective. Annual assessments turn risk management into a 
reactive exercise focused on documentation and checking boxes rather than a proactive component of managing the company 
for success.

Taking this reactive approach can lead to critical risks and opportunities slipping through the cracks. Some consequences of 
those omissions can include fines, employee turnover, customer dissatisfaction, missed opportunities, a negative or damaged 
reputation, product or project failure, financial loss, and even business failure in the most extreme cases. 

Those potential downsides to operations and strategy are substantial, but what about the impact on the organization’s ERM 
efforts? By only conducting risk assessments annually, executives and business unit managers are more likely to not see the 
value of doing these assessments. Instead, the assessments may be seen as a nuisance or formality to be completed as quickly 
as possible. This will eventually lead to the quick abandonment of any ERM-related activities that are not specifically required by 
regulators.   

To avoid these consequences and make risk management a more integral part of running the business, proactive assessments 
throughout the year are essential. However, there must be balance. It is certainly wise to be proactive, but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean a complete top-to-bottom assessment of every risk each month or quarter. Trying to focus on every risk 
continuously will not only cause resentment, but lead to stagnation and eventually burnout with the entire process. Instead, 
tools like risk appetite and tolerance, and other monitoring data should be used to determine which risks have a high enough 
impact and likelihood to warrant assessment throughout the year. For example, some companies will conduct a brief high-level 
overview of all risks but then drill deeper on the one or two that require extra attention.

While risk management standards like ISO 31000 provide some guidance on how organizations can conduct risk assessments, 
the truth of the matter is that the right approach is not one-size-fits-all. Every organization has its own unique needs, culture, 
industry, niche that make any copy/paste type approach unworkable. 

When it comes to risk assessments, the techniques and methods you use should focus on a tempo that works for the business, 
balancing the frequency of your assessments with the amount of effort required.     

Achieving that balance, while aligning the process to the culture and tempo of the executives, is one way to enhance the 
relevance and value of any ERM program and drive more effective decision-making.

EXPERT’S TAKE 
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SECTION 4: CONNECTIONS
Combining the trends from the Year in Risk review with the data from the survey allows us to identify lessons learned and potential ways 
forward. Four key trends are detailed below.

Emergence of Supply Chain Risk
No longer constrained to manufacturers that must manage complex logistics between far-flung suppliers, supply chain risk has moved from 
the theoretical to the real world. Shortages and lingering delays in the production and delivery of essential products, such as computer chips, 
have impacted operations across all types of enterprises. Consumers gained first-hand experience with supply chain issues by watching prod-
ucts disappear and then reappear on store shelves with no warning.

Why It Matters
Supply chain risk is particularly challenging because it is a potentially large-impact event that moves at high speed. For example, a ship gets 
stuck in the Suez Canal and 10% of global shipping is instantly affected. Unfortunately, the most common risk models track only impact and 
likelihood, ignoring velocity altogether. This can make it very difficult to communicate the magnitude of threat that supply chain issues pose to 
an organization.

Additionally, supply chain risk typically overlaps with several other risks, complicating ownership/assignment. Cyber events can directly 
impact logistics, as seen in the May 2021 shut down of the Colonial Pipeline. Third-party risk is often involved even when there are no physical 
assets being managed, as seen in the impact of the June 2021 Akamai attacks on the websites of  major financial institutions, airlines, and other 
businesses. Extreme climate events connect disasters occurring across the globe with the ability for nearly every type of business to procure 
the critical tools it needs in a timely manner.

What the Data Shows 
Despite the scope of this risk, State of Risk survey data shows that few organizations are making sufficient progress in managing it. With 1 in 4 
respondents surprisingly making no changes to supply chains last year, far too many organizations are stuck in a reactive stance. This situation 
is worse for Laggards — the majority of that group did not list cyber events as one of their top 3 Vendor Risk Management (VRM) concerns.
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“We start looking at interdependencies. Interrelationships are important, but 
interdependencies are more important. Understanding how what we do impacts other 
areas and what other areas do impact us. It’s that piece that we see as the most 
critical, the Enterprise Risk Management piece.”

- David Parker, Director of Enterprise Risk, Pima Community College

Lessons Learned
• Multi-factor models (that include factors such as velocity) can help communicate the true scope of     

supply chain threats, however this can be difficult to accomplish with spreadsheets
• Vendor vulnerabilities are critical “weak links,” yet the administrative hurdles of collecting and managing 

vendor-related data can make the process unsustainable
• Digital “supply lines” are just as important as those for physical goods

Escalating Climate Change Risk
Extreme weather events are becoming more frequent, reaching more areas, and causing more damage. A Washington Post study found that 
more than 4 in 10 Americans lived in counties that experienced climate-related extreme weather events in 2021. One tangible example of how 
weather is becoming more destructive is a grant recently awarded to Florida International University to build a facility to test new “Category 
6” hurricane conditions. The trend of increasing damage can also be seen in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) 
tracking of billion dollar weather events.

Billion-Dollar Events Each Year

YEAR    2000  2001  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  2017  2018  2019  2020  2021
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Why It Matters
In addition to operational risk, climate-related risk overlaps with others, such as supply chain risk, Environmental, Health & Safety (EHS) risk, 
and reputtional risk (if responses are viewed as insufficient). These overlaps also impact insurable risk programs, with loss data and exposure 
values influencing mitigation efforts and the evaluation of effectiveness.

As discussed in our report Operational Resilience in a Time of Extremes: Is Your BCM Program up to the Challenge, the increasing trend of the 
rapid intensification of natural disasters has decreased warning periods and put additional pressure on swift responses. High profile extreme 
weather events, such as the historic heat dome in the Pacific Northwest, severe East Coast urban flooding, and Western wildfires that engulfed 
entire communities, have triggered calls for additional regulation and more dynamic responses.

What the Data Shows 
There is a 14-point difference between Leaders and Laggards who listed operational disruption as a concern. Yet even with nearly 7 in 10 Leader 
organizations concerned about operational disruption, less than 10% of all respondents indicated that they have connected risk software sys-
tems with business continuity technology solutions (the lowest connection rate of any system options listed).

Lessons Learned
• Insurable and non-insurable data needs to be bridged — data on mitigation efforts needs to be highlighted during the renewal process and 

loss data can be used to help gauge the effectiveness of those efforts over time
• Previous assessments of natural disaster threats may be out of date and locations may now face much higher risks
• Shorter warning periods make it more critical to connect weather alert data directly to business continuity workflows

Broadening of Cyber Risk
At the same time that the number of cyber attacks set all-time records, the nature of those attacks has evolved to create more avenues for 
criminals to extort payments. Instead of simply locking up critical IT systems and demanding payment for unlocking the encrypted data, 
criminals are now exfiltrating sensitive data and threatening to release it publicly if not paid, adding extortion and reputational risk to the 
operational threat.

“Even though we’re here in Vermont and we focus on the Vermont market, 
our reinsurers are global, so it’s challenging when they come to us and say, 
‘Your property reinsurance is going to go up 10% because of all those fires 
in Australia last year.’ Sometimes it’s frustrating that we’re at the whim of 
the market and things that happen in other areas of the world that are 
completely outside of our control.”

- Ken Canning, Multi-Line Program Manager at Vermont School Boards 
Insurance Trust
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EXPERT’S TAKE 

Cyber Insurance Considerations
By John Farley, Managing Director, Cyber Practice, Arthur J. Gallagher

John Farley, author of the 2022 Cyber Insurance Market Conditions Report, a report that provides context on the hardening of 
the cyber insurance market, shared some observations on the considerable challenges many organizations are facing in this 
renewal cycle.

The first consideration Farley offered is that the process hinges largely on the cyber security controls an organization already 
has in place. He explained, “Without the right controls, there is a good chance that you may not be able to get insurance at all, 
or the premium will be so high that it is unaffordable.” Assessing whether an organization can at least reach the minimum bar 
for eligibility is a good first step. These “table stakes” can include:

• Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) • Employee phishing training

• Documented process for data backups • Deploy endpoint detection and response technology

• Written incident response plan • Patch management process

Farley suggested that risk managers work with carriers to utilize any tools and resources they may offer. Many insurers are 
offering training and vetted third-party resources at discounts — and in some cases, free of charge — because clients who use 
those services are better prepared and present a lower risk.

The next consideration is recognizing the fundamental shift in coverage options and pricing. “You can’t measure the hardness 
of the markets on the rates, because the amount of coverage is a fraction of what it was last year,” Farley stated. Changes to 
sublimits, the addition of co-insurance, and other new requirements may make it difficult to analyze the impact year-over-
year. “Expect a lot less coverage for a lot more money.”

The last consideration involves leveraging the broker’s role. A good broker can take the controls and mitigations an 
organization has in place and turn that into a story that helps them compete for the most reasonable coverage in a hardening 
market. Brokers can also help organizations wrestle with quantifying how much insurance is actually needed, something that 
can be especially difficult given the increasing use of sublimits.

Farley’s most important suggestion? “Give yourself enough runway.” A majority of those risk managers interviewed for the 
State of Risk Report cited the renewal process as particularly difficult. One industry veteran even said it was the most difficult 
renewal he’s been through in decades. With all of these challenges, setting aside enough time to review the minimum 
controls, work with carriers to lean on their resources, and partner with brokers to understand what’s possible before laying 
out a strategy to move forward is a solid plan.

The dramatic increase in the rate and impact of attacks has made cyber insurance, the primary means of transferring some of the risk, 
increasingly difficult to obtain. This combination of escalating risk and difficulty in obtaining insurance has left many organizations scrambling 
to formulate a plan.
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Why It Matters
Increasing cyber attacks broaden the range of operational and reputational threats, vendors and insurers are demanding greater evidence that 
sufficient controls are in place to harden critical systems. Cyber events at third-party services can create unforeseen disruptions, as seen in 
the Akamai and fastly attacks, or expose data through compromised services such as the Log4j vulnerability. These types of complications are 
putting organizations under further pressure to keep up with evolving threats and ensure they have adequate controls in place as the nature of 
threats continue to shift.

What the Data Shows 
Although most interviewees for this year’s State of Risk Report indicated significant concerns about cyber risk and cyber insurance, there is 
one area that appears to be a blind spot for Laggards. Cyber security risk was the most common vendor risk management concern listed by all 
respondents, yet 6 out of 10 Laggards did not list it as a top 3 concern. This could mean Laggard organizations are underestimating the “domino 
effect” a cyber incident impacting a vendor could have on their own operations.

Lessons Learned
• Leverage resources available from carriers and brokers
• Examine vendor risk, especially for the “digital supply chain”
• Anticipate challenges and increasing limits on cyber insurance
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EXPERT’S TAKE 

Patrick O’Neill, Founder & President, Redhand Advisors

Redhand Advisors research supports that the risk environment is changing very rapidly and that many organizations are trying 
to adapt to this new reality.

Utilization of Risk Management Information Systems (RMIS) such as Origami Risk, and other risk technology tools is on a sharp 
increase in response to the demand of managing this ever-growing risk environment. Our research indicates that RMIS are 
being adopted by organizations at a higher rate in the past five years than any time in the past. 

Organizations are accelerating their reliance on data and information to manage these evolving risks and make better deci-
sions. However, many risk management professionals are still reliant on manual processes to collect and store that data and, 
therefore, fall short when it comes to using the information effectively. In today’s environment you need everything aggregated 
into a single digital platform that ties together data, processes, reporting, and decision making. RMIS have been and continue 
to be the central repository for these activities. 

We are seeing adoption by the comprehensive RMIS solutions of an Integrated Risk Management approach. Traditionally RMIS 
solutions focused on insurable risks and offered capabilities to support that effort. In response to the demands of the market, 
we observe RMIS providers are expanding their capabilities in a few in-demand areas such as Governance, Risk and 
Compliance (GRC), Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), and Third-Party Risk in order to complement their core capabilities. By 
offering more comprehensive solutions they can support the entire enterprise and meet the challenges that an organization 
adopting an IRM strategy requires. 

Our research for the RMIS Report indicates that GRC/ERM capabilities are being adopted quicker than any other capability 
offered, and we expect that this trend will continue over the next few years. Adoption of an Integrated Risk Management 
approach by organizations is still in its early stages, but we expect this trend to continue to expand within organizations. 

Finally, organizations overwhelmingly want their RMIS to integrate with other key risk technology tools they utilize to manage 
the evolving risk environment. They require integration with key systems and partners, all with real-time data. The good news 
is that technology advancements make these integrations much more possible today than in the past.

Common Theme: Overlapping Risks Require an Integrated Approach
The major emerging risks of 2021 examined in this report all share a critical commonality — they involve multiple risks and impact multiple 
departments. Complex, interconnected problems demand comprehensive, unified responses.
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SECTION 5: CONCLUSION
Pace of Change is Accelerating (As the Cost of Failure Grows)
The risk environment has fundamentally changed. With radical shifts now commonplace, risk and safety professionals are expected to 
respond to a steady onslaught of new challenges. Risk management models that once assumed longer warning periods, deprioritized 
critical threats (due to missed signs of the increased likelihood of occurrences), and took only a periodic snapshot of risks are struggling to 
keep up in this continuously-shifting environment. Such models can leave organizations vulnerable to the ramifications of a “crisis-by-
crisis” approach to risk — a phenomenon which also seems to apply to our personal lives as the ripple effects of each new global crisis 
can send us pinballing in a new direction.

Rina Singh, award-winning resilience practicioner and founder of the RESILIENCEPOD Podcast, connects this idea with a redefinition of 
resilience. “In this new era, we face year-on-year challenges that test not only our own personal resilience, but also that of our organization. In 
order to be truly resilient, we need to shift our mindset from reactive to a more proactive approach that encourages scenario-agnostic planning 
to persevere in a world full of disruptions,” she states. This scenario-agnostic approach relies on focusing more on root causes rather than the 
particulars of each individual situation.

As the pace of change accelerates in all areas of risk and insurance, it becomes more important for risk and safety professionals to aggregate 
data from across the enterprise in order to get a more complete picture of evolving threats and opportunities. Unfortunately, data from the State 
of Risk survey shows that many are struggling to do so. This can lead to potential blindspots or slowed responses.

In a continuously-shifting environment, technology solutions can help, but only as a part of an overall strategy — and not when viewed as a “silver 
bullet.” With data siloed in multiple systems that limit access to timely information, organizations can struggle to adopt such an approach and, as 
a result, remain stuck reacting to events rather than anticipating them. Understanding the specific areas where software/technology solutions can 
be used to reduce reporting latency, provide greater context for decision making, and monitor data for early warning signals can help to support a 
proactive, agile approach similar to that of many of our survey’s Leaders. 
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Up Next: The State of Risk Midyear Outlook
In June 2022, Origami Risk will release the State of Risk Midyear Outlook. This follow-up edition to the State of Risk Report will examine how the 
report’s takeaways have held up, provide content related to events that occurred during the first half of the year, and offer strategic 
considerations for organizations engaged in 2023 strategic planning efforts. 

Looking for More?
Click here receive the State of Risk Midyear Outlook, participate in the 
State of Risk survey 2023, explore live panel discussions, industry reports, 
thought leadership, and more.
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